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Local Winter Diving
By: Jim Sullivan
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MARK YOUR CALENDARS
March 7-8, 2015
Boston Sea Rovers

Behind the Scenes at the Aquarium

July 2015
Great Annual Fish Count
Gloucester State Fort Park

Don’t miss out on our annual Behind the Scenes tour of the NEAq!
This year we will return to the Quincy facility. This is a great opportunity
to see where rescued turtles are rehabilitated, fish are quarantined and
the sharks are stored when they are not in the GOT.

September 2015
Tropical Fish Rescue and BBQ!

You MUST be a current member to attend. If you need to renew your
membership you can renew at the February meeting, our Boston Sea
Rovers booth or online at www.neadc.org.

For up to date information on
General Meetings, please check our Due to limited space, this event does require pre-registration.
See our website for times. If you would like to attend, you MUST RSVP
website at http://www.neadc.org/
to programs@neadc.org. The date is March 18, 2015.
lng_nxtmeet.html.

The Dive of My Life!
by Diver Ed Monat
The air was crisp and clear, the kind of day you only get
in the winter. The ocean was flat-ass calm, the kind sea
you almost never get in the winter. These conditions
called for a dive to a special spot, so The League of
Underwater Superheroes headed offshore, more than 20
miles out from our winter port in Northeast Harbor,
Maine.
My wife, ‘Captain Evil’ Edna, piloted our 51-foot
Downeast dive boat Starfish Enterprise out to the East
Coast’s most remote lighthouse, Mount Desert Rock
Light, which sits atop a 3-½ acre granite outcrop jutting
from the depths, a rookery to hundreds of majestic gray seals.
All geared-up and super-excited, a half-dozen of us bailed overboard. The water was a balmy 38 degrees
(compared to 30 degrees inshore), wicked clear (compared to the average 10-foot visibility) and a beautiful
blue (compared to the typical green). Instantly we saw seals everywhere frolicking in the shallows. I settled
down in 15 feet of water and started filming these inquisitive and amusing animals.
After about 45 minutes, while the other divers ascended, I left the kelp and headed for deeper water to get
some filler video. Following a giant sloping crack in the ledge that the seals like to traverse, I stopped at 62
feet to shoot a pretty group of iridescent fan worms. Suddenly I felt a tug on my fin!
I turned and spotted the culprit. The seal looked at me like she was trying to gauge my reaction. I sat on the
bottom and offered her my right fin (because I know seals love fins). She approached and began rolling over,
rubbing and undulating up against the ledge in what I can only describe as sexy moves. She opened her
mouth wide, revealing her large canines, and began nibbling away at my fin, trying to pull it off. After a few
more sensuous maneuvers she gave my camera lens a kiss and then surfaced for a breath of air. I couldn’t
believe this!
The seal came back and muckled right on to my fin. She grabbed it and stuffed it way into her mouth and
started gnawing on it. Using her flippers like hands to hold and scratch at my fin, she worked her way up to
my ankle but decided she preferred my gummy rubber fin to my rough Kevlar drysuit. The seal looked up at
me with those giant round eyes as if to ask, “Am I going to get away with this?” She then hovered in front of
me, stared lovingly in my eyes, and gently mouthed my hand. I’ve dreamt of a moment like this! And I wish it
could have lasted longer, but we both needed air, so we headed to the surface.
In 32 years underwater, I’ve had many encounters with seals, but that was the most awesome experience of
my whole life! Woo Hoo!!
Ed Monat and his wife Edna operate the Starfish Enterprise and the Amazing Dive-In Theater Adventure out
of Bar Harbor Maine. Check out their website at www.divered.com.
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Philippines Dive Report
By Andy Martinez
This past Oct. I went with a group of divers to the Philippines. I knew
that this was Typhoon season but was assured by Reef and
Rainforest that Dumaguete, our first destination is generally spared
the effects of the storms. We had perfect weather. The flights went
smoothly. Even though it is a long flight the planes are more spacious
and have room to get up and stretch. My wife, Candy and I took full
advantage of the endless movies to watch.
After spending the night at a nice hotel in Manila, we were met at the
airport by staff from the Atlantis Dumaguete resort. The Atlantis
Dumaguete is as good as a dive resort gets. It is on the beach, is
beautifully landscaped, has good wifi, and has the nicest staff I have
experienced in my travels. They were very friendly, extremely helpful and always were quick with a sincere
smile. From the first day they knew everyone’s name. The food was terrific and there were always 2-3
choices.
Now for the real reason to go the Philippines- the diving. It was my first time and I was hoping it would live up
to my expectations. The diving staff was eager to help and very nice. They carried your gear to and from the
boat. The diving was done from outriggers called bangkas which were stable and easy to dive from. The
guides were great at finding many colorful and cryptic critters. While you were still photographing something
they had found, they were calling you to see something new. We saw and photographed so many animals on
each dive that is was difficult to remember what we saw. This area is blessed with a huge variety of marine
life like leaf scorpionfish, mimic octopus, flambouyant cuttlefish, scores of nudibranchs each one more colorful
than the previous, frogfish, and, sea horses. All of what I just mentioned could be seen in one dive! After 2
dives we had a great lunch. If you needed to change strobe or camera batteries you simply went to your place
in a very big, clean, dry, air conditioned, and well lit camera room. Since many people joined the trip to try to
improve their photography, this camera room made life easier.
After lunch we had 2 more dives and a night dive if you wanted.
After a few days of this routine we went to Apo Island, a small island that is an hour from the resort. We used
a larger boat and stayed on the boat for the day. Apo Island is
surrounded by rich coral reef. There were huge areas of soft corals,
big table top corals and good visibility. We saw several turtles and
many schools of fish.
The next day we went on a whale shark dive and were able to get
very close to the whale sharks. It was a lot of fun! For some of the
group this was the highlight of the trip.
When we finished our 10 days in Dumaguete we flew back to Manila.
Some of our group returned to the US. The rest of us were met at the
airport by representatives of Crystal Blue Resort in Anilao. We were
taken in comfortable vans on a three hour ride to Anilao. Like many
resorts in Anilao, Crystal Blue Resort is built on the side of a mountain. The views and sunsets were beautiful.
The staff was very helpful and friendly. The meals were family- style buffet and delicious. We always had
soup, salads, with 2-3 options for main dishes and great desserts.
There was a great camera room where everyone had their own clean and dry workplace, a camera and gear
rinse area, and a place to dry your suit.
Continued on page 7
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The Chester Poling
By: David Millhouser
Green water rolled over the bows, breaking thunderously on her
wheelhouse. “Chester A. Poling” struggled to climb 30 foot waves,
cresting some, crashing through the rest.
On January 10, 1977, the 281' coastal tanker had departed Everett, MA
while still taking on ballast. The weather was foul, but Captain Charles
Burgess had seen worse, and felt they could safely make home port in
Newington, NH.
Pounding northeast past Cape Ann, into howling wind and mounting waves, Poling began handling badly, and
Burgess decided to pull in to Gloucester harbor and wait out the storm.
He ordered a turn to port, and with the waves now ramming her broadside, Poling struggled towards Eastern
Point Lighthouse, marking the harbor's entrance.
Suddenly a crack echoed through the ship. Captain Burgess later said he recognized the sound... having
heard it during WWII when his ship was torpedoed. Looking towards the stern, he saw exactly what he'd
feared. The ship had broken in two. The stern, still under power, had jackknifed the ship, and broken off.
Burgess' radio call for help set in motion a heroic effort by the Gloucester Coast Guard, the pilot boat “Can
Do” and the crew of a Coast Guard helicopter.
The rescue soon took on an extra note of urgency. The bow was sinking rapidly, while the stern began drifting
ever closer to Dog Bar Breakwater. It was clear that if she struck, all hope was lost for those aboard.
It was nearly impossible to maneuver boats close to the ship's halves without being smashed against the side
by the huge waves.
Some crewmen were picked up by a cutter pitching dangerously in the wintry seas. They climbed into rafts
and were pulled aboard by rescuers. Others were lifted off in slings by the helicopter, swinging helplessly in
savage gusts as they were hoisted from the ship's deck. Two fell into the sea, one disappeared, and the other
was dragged out, apparently dead.
The 165' stern section went down before it could hit the breakwater. The bow sank farther out, in much
deeper water.
When the rescuers and the rescued returned to Gloucester they found a fire had tied up local ambulances. A
TV broadcast truck was providing coverage, and the driver consented to transport the body of the man
recovered from the sea.
Somewhere between the Coast Guard Station and the hospital, the
frozen crewman was revived... surprising the truck's driver. A
gratifying end to a day filled with the heroism of the helicopter's crew,
Gloucester Coast Guardsmen and the men of the “Can Do”.
When she went down, Chester Poling was an aging, graceless,
coastal tanker... a sort of "spinster of the sea". During the 38 years
she has rested on the bottom, a remarkable transformation has taken
place....
Continued on page 5
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NEADC Website Update

www.neadc.org

By: Steve Whitford
As we get ready for the new season of diving here in New England, I have some exciting things planned for
the NEADC website. You can already use links from the website menu to look up information and current
marine weather conditions.
You can also visit our New England Fish ID page - an online version of the popular REEF Fish ID course that
we offer every year in preparation for the GAFC. I’m planning to expand this section to include a REEF
invertebrates guide introduced last year, and possibly expand both guides beyond the select species selected
by REEF.
Related to fish ID, our Invasive Species page is going to be updated to include newly introduced invaders that
the Salem Sound Coastwatch and MIT Sea Grant are looking out for.
As always, I want the NEADC website to be your source for club news, but I also include news and events for
the different clubs and organizations in the area. If you are part of another organization and have some news
you want me to include on the website or monthly emails let me know at webmaster@neadc.org.
For several years, Steve Whitford has been managing and always improving the website for the NEADC.
The Chester Poling continued from page 4
Recently, as we started down the anchor line, visibility seemed average, at least 15 feet, with a green tinge of
algae. 20 feet down the line and we shivered. Below the thermocline, the water was colder.... and gin clear.
The shiver wasn't the cold. Spread out 50 feet below us, was the spectral intact stern section of Chester
Poling.
Running nearly the length of the 165' hulk is a catwalk. It's easy to imagine crew members scrambling,
heading for the temporary high ground of the stern. After decades under the sea, the catwalk's covered...
every square inch... with colorful marine life. Red, white, orange... a colorful rainbow sitting astride the bare
tank deck.
Squat, angular lines of deck gear have been softened by a layer of colorful marine life. Bright green Sponges
and orange Tunicates transform corroded pieces of metal into living jewels. During the Summer schools of
Pollack swirl above, but on Spring dives we look for the Wolffish that often resides under the broken end of
the hull.
Beneath the decks, the crews quarters and engine room remain fairly intact. Dark, with beams of light
entering through the portholes, small Cunner cruising delicately amidst railings and pipes. Everything loose is
long gone, taken by the first to dive the wreck. Still, under a thin layer of silt... it's easy to pick out the galley,
oil tanks and the engine room machinery. Ghostly, and not so different than when Poling was a living ship.
She's unique. The stern section rests upright on a sandy bottom at 100'. The water is deep enough to protect
her from the waves... shallow enough to be reached by moderately experienced divers. Occasionally there's
some current, but local charter operators have added 2 downlines, making the descent easy, and simplifying
safety stops.
Poling rests just 900 yards off Dog Bar Breakwater, within sight of Gloucester's famous Fisherman's statue.
Without grace or beauty in her first incarnation, and now blanketed with color and life she's become a fitting
underwater monument to all those who've risked their lives trying to rescue "those in peril on the sea".
David Millhouser works with Cape Ann Divers in Gloucester
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Your NEADC Shore Dive Coordinator
By: Dan Sprague
I know there are many of you out there who Dive year round and I must say I’m impressed; but not everyone
has what it takes to Dive the frigid waters of New England in winter. So, for the rest of us, as the new Dive
Season approaches, let’s get out to the Dive Shops and get our gear ready for the new season, let’s consider
making our time available to help some of the others who enjoy Diving but can never seem to find anyone to
Dive with get into the water to have some fun. If you’re planning to Dive, post it on our facebook page, or, join
a Dive someone else has posted. Maybe you want to learn a new Dive Site, or want to share your favorite site
with others. Leading a Dive is a great opportunity to make new friends.
Leading a Dive doesn't mean you have to know the dive site well or be an Expert Diver. You just pick a date,
time and meet-up location and act as the contact person. Sometimes the fun of diving is helping other divers
improve their skills and sometimes it's so you can learn a few tricks from them. Our club has the distinction of
having a diverse group of divers with many different skill levels.
Not familiar with the area or where some of the Dive Sites are you say? I think we can do something about
that. We’ll be doing the Annual Dry Dive on Cape Ann some time in early May. You’ll get the chance to check
out a lot of the Dive Sites around Cape Ann. We’ll have Jerry Shine’s book on hand for reference. We’ll talk
about where to park, how to Dive the Site and what you might expect to see. We’ll also be doing a quick
Beach Cleanup at every stop or until we run out of space in the truck. Then we’ll end the day with lunch at a
local restaurant.
So keep your eyes on the calendar, and as always, you can contact me at shoredive@neadc.org with any
questions. Remember, you can always use the NEADC facebook page to post any Dives you are planning or
to ask if anyone has something coming up, or you can check the website Dive Calendar Section for things
that may be posted as well. If you’re not facebook savvy, that’s ok too. If you have something you would like
to share, send me an email I'll make sure it gets up on the web.
I’m looking forward to the new season; and when the season is nearing its end, I’ll be extending mine with my
annual trip to the Bahamas in October. I hope you can find time to join me here in New England and in the
sunny Bahamas!
Dan Sprague is the Shore Dive Coordinator and a long time NEADC board member.

Boston Sea Rovers in Danvers
March 7th and 8th!
This year Boston Sea Rovers is again back at the Doubletree by Hilton North Shore in Danvers. Daytime
seminars include fantastic presentations from around the underwater world including topics such as wreck
diving, underwater photography, exotic locations and amazing marine wildlife. Additional programs during the
show include workshops on underwater photography, free diving and specialty programs for dive
professionals. The famous Saturday Evening Film Festival will be hosted by shark researcher Dr. Greg
Skomal and will feature award winning IMAX filmmakers Howard and Michele Hall, BBC filmmaker Rick
Rosenthal and Emmy Award winning cinematographer Andy Casagrande.
Once again this year, the NEADC will have a booth in the exhibit hall. Come by and visit us at the show. You
can even volunteer to help us spread the word about the New England Aquarium Dive club!
Contact environmental@neadc.org to sign up to help at the booth.
See www.bostonsearovers.com for tickets, workshops and weekend details.
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Diving the Cenotes of the Yucatan
By Marissa Marcoux
We continued along the narrow, rough, limestone road through
the jungle. The branches and vines brushed against the car. We
had been driving on this road for almost an hour, and so far we
had only seen jungle, palapas (palm thatched roof huts) for
shelter on the side of the road, and crude signs posted at
intersections, indicating the trails to other cenotes. Finally, the
jungle gave way to a clearing. A couple of Mayan men were
working on the road here, chiseling away sharp pieces of
limestone by hand. Another Mayan man approached the car; with our rough Spanish we were able to
ascertain that the entrance fee was 150 pesos, or about $10 US Dollars. We paid and were waved on to the
cenote. We parked the car, and walked down a path to the water’s edge. The water was a dazzling
aquamarine hue, half covered with a rocky outcropping, and sunlight filtered through the trees and bounced
off the water. The landowner had built a rugged dock and ladder to facilitate divers’ entrance to the water. The
water was crystal clear, and we could see fish and a small turtle swimming, as bats flapped and screeched
overhead. I couldn’t wait to get in the water and see what lay underground!
The coast of the Yucatan is riddled with cenotes and cave systems. The caves were formed millions of years
ago, when the ocean receded, revealing a limestone plateau. Rainwater filtered through the plateau creating
innumerable stalactites and stalagmites and passages through the stone. After the last ice age, the oceans
rose again, flooding the caverns. Over the years, the limestone ceiling collapsed in spots, and cenotes
opened to the systems below, allowing access to the splendid underground world. Cenotes are connected to
one another via the underwater cave systems, which can stretch for miles. There is so much to see and
explore here, it is truly a diver’s paradise.
Many of the caves are salt water, with fresh water layered on top - creating a halocline, a layer where the
water mixes. Although both layers are crystal clear (all particulate matter is filtered out as the water seeps
through the limestone), the densities are different, and when mixed the visibility is very blurry. The deeper salt
water portions of the caves are usually radiantly white limestone and the water reflects brilliant blue off of the
alabaster walls. The shallower freshwater portions are usually darker; here a brown film covers the limestone,
giving the caves a gothic appearance. The freshwater part is also cooler, about 78F, compared to 80F in the
salty sections.
Evidence of human and animal life can be found in the caves – in one system, pottery and an interesting
collection of animal skulls are carefully placed on a shelf near the entrance. In some of the systems ancient
human remains have been found, and in others the skeletons of mastodons and other creatures have been
discovered. The cenotes were sacred to the Mayans, and played an important part in their history and culture.
The cenotes offer fun for all types of divers and water enthusiasts. Cave diving requires extensive training;
however the cenotes are also accessible to open water divers. Many local dive shops run cavern tours, so the
entire dive is led by a guide and divers stay within visual sight of daylight. The cavern zones for some cenotes
are quite large, and divers can spend an hour just circling the cavern zone. Additionally, snorkeling and
swimming are often popular in the open air areas. There is really something for everyone here.
Marissa Marcoux Marissa has been diving for 16+ years and
loves diving in the North Atlantic. She works at the MIT Media
Lab, and on weekends she is captain with Cape Ann Charters.
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Local Winter Diving Continued from page 1
For those that do enjoy local diving, some specialized equipment is needed to help make your dives as
comfortable as possible. Drysuits are really the mainstay for winter diving. Unlike wetsuits that allow water
into the suits, drysuits keep you dry. No cold water against your skin, only dry undergarments (clothing)
designed to keep us warm. Thicker wetsuit gloves or even dry gloves are used during the winter months,
thicker wetsuit hoods too. Regulators should also have some features, like being “sealed” to help prevent
freeze ups. Due to the cold air temps that divers experience diving during the water months, a regulator can
actually freeze, or stay stuck- usually in the open position, free flowing air from your tank. Some regulators
are designed especially for cold water diving, and are less prone for this to happen.
While local winter diving isn’t for everyone, some divers have the need to stay
wet all year round and would not have it any other way.
Capt. James Sullivan is a member of the NEADC and the owner of Boston
Scuba and the dive charter boat Keep-Ah, which operates year round, including
winter! Jim can be reached at www.bostonscuba.com.

Philippine Dive Report Continued from page 3
We had heard that this is the nudibranch capital of the world. Well, it
did not disappoint. We saw some of the same species as in
Dumaguete, and many more. We had the hardest working dive guide I
have ever met. I couldn’t keep up with what he was showing me.
There were many morays, pipefish, colorful commensal shrimp,
anemone fish, and frogfish. Everyone was glad they stayed for an
extra week. The diving was easy here also and always from the
bangkas. The only thing we carried to the boat was our camera and
the crew kept asking if they could carry the cameras too!
When our week was done we were taken back to Manila where we did a 3-4 hour tour of the historical areas
of the city. After the tour we made it back in time for the Christmas tree lighting ceremony in our Marriot Hotel.
It was Nov. 4th but Santa was there, a HUGE locomotive and train cars made of gingerbread and some
wonderful food and drink.
I learned a lot on this trip about diving in this area of the Philippines.
Although the diving was wonderful the visibility is much better in JanApril. Since many of us did a lot macro photography the 30-40’ vis in
some areas was a non issue. The places suitable for wide angle
photography were not as productive in Anilao. I am planning to take
another group in Feb. 2016. I know the visibility will be good then.
Interested in a wonderful dive trip?
Andy Martinez is a frequent guest speaker at the NEADC and author of
Marine Life of the North Atlantic, 2010. He is also the photographer for
a new book, The Pier at the End of the World by Paul Erickson.
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Winter Reading List
By: John Feehan
We just got two feet of snow and I am not a happy camper knowing that we will probably not get to dive this
weekend because we cannot climb over the snow banks. So, what will there be to do once the Pats win the
Superbowl? Read a book! Not an electronic book, an old fashioned book. In fact, Val and I enjoy going to
the used book store and buying old books on diving. Here are some you may enjoy.
The Silent World by Captain J.Y. Cousteau. First published in 1950
If you have not read this classic you really should. His description of “rapture of the deep” is quite
entertaining and his encounter with sharks defined all of his subsequent interactions with these animals.
Manta by Hans Hass First published in English 1953
Originally published in German this might be my favorite of these older books. Hass travels from Austria to
the Red Sea in Egypt and Sudan. His travails getting there alone are worth reading. Hass dove with an
oxygen rebreather and his description of the equipment and diving is fascinating. My favorite Hass quote
goes something like, If we had won the war, you would have heard about me instead of Cousteau.
Captain Cousteau’s Underwater Treasury Edited by Cousteau and published in 1959
This is a collection of short stories and excerpts from other books. One story is about the first underwater
photographer. His first exposure was for a half an hour and he had the challenge of not kicking up any silt.
Of course, this first photo was taken in 1892! Another story talks about a salvager who gets the safe almost
out when he got the bends. This was before recompression chambers, so he was gone for a long time only
to return and find someone else had taken the safe!
Mask and Flippers: The Story of Skin Diving by Lloyd Bridges first published in 1960
When I think of Lloyd Bridges in Sea Hunt, I think of him as an actor and someone who was lucky enough to
get paid to dive. But he loved the sport and this book reveals his love of the sport and is designed to get you
in the water. In the book, he talks about all the new developments in gear (drysuits without inflator valves,
wetsuits made out of rubber, those new fangled fins!).
Lady with a Spear by Eugenie Clark first published in 1951
This book not only describes diving in pristine waters, it describes some of the challenges faced by women
scientists back in the 50’s. Here is a quote you won’t find from a scientist today, “The use of poison in tide
pools is an important tool of the modern field ichthyologist.”
So once you get hooked on these old books, they often have sections in the back on further reading which
lead you to new authors. Val and I have built our collection from used book stores. The good news is that
these treasures often cost only $5 (of course getting a first edition of the Silent World will set you back some).
So cozy up to a nice old book and dream of diving when you cannot get wet!

NEADC Bahamas Trip

From left to right
Rick Rosa, Priscilla and Jess
Photos by Joy Marzolf
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Central Wharf, Boston, MA 02110

NEADC Winter to Summer Calendar 2015
Check www.neadc.org and Facebook for the latest updates

March
7-8 Boston Sea Rovers
18 General Meeting– behind the scenes

April
15

General Meeting—The Manta Trust,

May
20 General Meeting
TBA Dry Dive

NEADC Board of Directors
Rick Rosa, President
Uma Mirani, Vice President
Julia Cichowski, Business Manager
Valerie Feehan, Newsletter Editor
Tiffany Fowlie, Secretary
Maura Keane, Environmental Officer
Mike MacDonald, Boat Dive Coordinator
Joy Marzolf, Program Director
Bob Munson, Membership Director
Dan Sprague, Shore Dive Coordinator
Steve Whitford, Webmaster

Boat and *Shore Dives: See the E-News and NEADC.org for the latest schedule and updates
* Be sure to contact the shore dive leader at least one day prior for details and in case of location
change
*New Member Dives: 1st Saturday after the General Meeting (Dives open to all members!)
(see shore dive schedule at www.neadc.org for more details)

